DP BIG

10DPBIG1NPTBLU
20DPBIG1NPTBLU

DP BIG WITH DRAIN
10DPBIGWD1NPTBLU
20DPBIGWD1NPTBLU

DP BIG WITH GAUGES
10DPBIGWG1NPTBLU
20DPBIGWG1NPTBLU

DP BIG WITH DRAIN AND GAUGES
10DPBIGWDG1NPTBLU
20DPBIGWDG1NPTBLU

Working Conditions
DP Big 10 max pressure: 116 psi (8 bar)
DP Big 20 max pressure: 116 psi (8 bar)
Min/Max working temperature: 39.2 F (4 C) / 113 F (45 C)

Specifications
- Made from reinforced polypropylene.
- Fits standard cartridges from 4.5 inch diameter and lengths 10 and 20 inches.
- In/Out connections at 1 & 1 ½ inches with NPT and BSP thread options.
- Available with (2) gauges and drain options.
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